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HOP—TONIGHT
IN THE GYM

8 In Mardi Gras Queen Race
MARDI GRAS QUEEN

CANDIDATES

Homecoming, Mardi Gras Events
Scheduled as Time Draws Near
'Homecoming Hop', Rally, Costume Ball,
Sports, Parade and Chapel, Planned

The eight candidates for the 1946 edition, of the Annual Pacific Mardi Gras are, left to right, back
row: Roma Porter, Freshman Hall; Mary Martin, Manor; Flo Oleson, North Hall; Pat Gregory, Wom
en's Hall; and Monty Rensberger, Tau Gamma. Front row: Patty Lou Peters, Epsilon; Marge Hiers,
Alpha Theta; and Hazel Colliver, Tau Kappa.

Mardi Gras Queen To Be
Selected From Eight
Election Com. Chairman, Boyarsky, Announces
Voting from 1:00—4:30, Thursday, Bond Booth
The choice is yours. One of the above pictured campus women will reign as queen of the Pacific
Mardi Gras of 1946. The candidates have been chosen as prospective queens by their respective camPus living groups and town organizations. While only one will be chosen and crowned Her Majesty,
the remaining seven girls will serve the queen in the capacity of princesses. The winner will be an
nounced at the Mardi Gras Costume Dance next Saturday night and will be crowned by Mrs. Bob
Monogan, (lone Angwin), 1943 Mardi Gras queen, who has consented to attend and preside over
the event until the 1946 queen is named.
Willie Boyarsky, chairman of*—
e Queen election committee, an
sembly at the regular 10:45 hour. local orchestras. She is a repre
nounces that the voting will take Bill Milhaupt, chairman of the sentative of Epsilon Lambda Sig
P ace next Thursday afternoon Gras, will make the introductions. ma.
iom 1 to 4:30 in the Bond Booth
On the potential queen's roster ROMA
, 'ch will be placed in the main are:
Miss Roma Lee Porter is the
a
°f the Ad Building. A stu- MARGE
candidate selected by Freshman
b°dy card must he presented
Miss Marge Hiers who hails Hall. She makes her permanent
the booth in order to vote. The from San Francisco and is now home in Redding and is just com
ots will be counted by a com- in her sophomore year in the pleting her first semester in the
^'ttee of faculty members assist- junior college. She is active in junior college.
tee ^ ®°yarsky and his commit- student affairs and is a member HAZEL
and representative of Alpha The
Miss Hazel Colliver is a localite
So far in the campaign for ta Tau Sorority.
and is an active member of Tau
q
Kappa Kappa. She is in her sen
a-.6?" the candidates have been PATTY LOU
1 ically presented to the camMiss Patty Lou Peters is a na ior year and has been actively en
s through posters and hearsay, tive of Stockton and also a sopho gaged in student projects during
beWf Vef' next Thursday they will more student. She has made a the past four years.
,j ° ficially introduced to the stu- name for herself singing for var PAT
Miss Pat Gregory came to Pacihody at the Mardi Gras As ious campus affairs and also with

Welcome Back, Madri Gras Time is the theme chosen for the
Homecoming Hop to be held this evening from 8 to 12 p. m. in the
gym to introduce and revive the tradition of Pacific Mardi Gras that
was customary before the wartime difficulties that made the cele
bration impossible. Stan Reames and his orchestra have been en
gaged to play for the dance. Sport clothes are to be worn by the
students.
Marilyn Bishop is the general chairman assisted by the following
committee heads: Peg Fronefield, decorations; Robin Hermanson, re
freshments; Nancie Harrold, bids; and John Kaye, entertainment.
* The rally scheduled for next
Thursday night at 7 p. m. is the
Homecom'g Calendar second
event on the Gras agenda.
It
will
be held in the Outdoor
And Mardi Gras
Theatre as a student gathering
preparatory to the baseball game
Celebration
to be played between the Univer
MAY, 9, THURSDAY
Homecoming Rally in Outdoor sity of California and the College
of the Pacific. Coach Hugh McTheatre, 7:00 p. m.
Baseball, PACIFIC vs. CALI Williams and Captain Sam Stassi
FORNIA at Oak Park, 8:00 p. m. will give short talks, after which
skits will be presented by the
MAY 10, FRIDAY
Tennis match, PACIFIC vs. various living groups. A car par
CAL AGGIES on Pacific Courts, ade will take the rooters to Oak
Park where the game will be
2:30 p. m.
Swimming Party, Pacific Pool, played.
Song contest writers attention:
4:00 p. m.
Downtown Stockton Parade, The deadline for Mardi Gras
songs is Monday noon. All en
6:45 p. m.
Open House at Fraternities, tries are to be turned into Mr.
Bodley at the Conservatory by
8:00 p. m.
. Open House at Sororities and that time. The winning entry
Women's living groups, 9:30 p. m. will be given a cash prize of $25.
MAY 11, SATURDAY
The tennis matches between
Theta Phi Breakfast, 9:00 a. m. COP and Cal-Aggies formerly
Pi Kappa Delta Breakfast, 9:00 scheduled for 4 p. m. next Friday
a. m.
have been moved up to 2:30.
Baseball, PACIFIC vs. FRESNO
The Mardi Gras Parade to be
STATE, Oak Park, 9:45 a. m.
held next Friday evening at 6:45
Fraternity and Sorority Lunch will present 30 floats decorated
eons, 12:00 noon.
and displayed by various campus
Alpha Epsilon Omicron Open and living groups and organiza
House Radio Studio, 1:00 p. m.
tions. The parade will pass in
Swimming Meet, Pacific Pool, front of the reviewing stand to be
1:45 p. m.
located across the street from the
Spring Football Game and Fox Theatre where the floats will
Track Events, Baxter Stadium, be judged by Mayor Fay, Dr. Mc3:00 p. m.
Call and Mr. McKeegan. A cup
Alumni Athletic Policy Meet will be awarded to the best float
ing, Anderson Hall, 6:00 p. m.
at the Mardi Gras Costume Ball
The Alumni Banquet, Ander Saturday night. All students are
son Hall, 7:30 p. m.
encouraged to witness the par
Mardi Gras, Costume Dance, ade and take part in the enter
Stockton Civic Auditorium, 9:00 tainment.
p. m.
The Mardi Gras Costume Dance
set for next Saturday night at 9
fic from her home in San Fran o'clock will be the culminating
cisco. She is now a high fresh event in the 1946 celebration. The
main feature will be the preview
man and lives in Women's Hall.
of costumes modeled by the stu
MONTY
Miss Monty Rensberger is the dents. Money order prizes will
Tau Gamma representative for be given to the students display
queen. She is a Stockton girl ing the most originality, thought
and is in her junior year. She is and time on their costume. The
known for her outstanding work winners will be announced dur
ing the mid-evening intermission
in the Little Theatre.
by the chairman of the commit
FLO
Miss Flo Oleson has been nom tee of three faculty members yet
inated by North Hall. She is a to be selected.
Buddy Rich, famous drummer,
high freshman and is a native of
and his orchestra have been sign
San Francisco.
ed to play for the dance. Cos
MARY
Miss Mary Martin of Oakland tumes are essential and no one
is the candidate from Manor Hall. will be admitted to the dance in
(Continued on page 7)
She is a freshman in SJC.
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Turnups
By "HALF-A-JUG"

\Three Veterans to
i Appear in Coming
\PLT Production

$75,000 Set As Student Goal
In Student Union Fund Drive

1-inal plans have been completed for the campaign to raise the
Three veterans make their first 875,000 set goal needed to make the proposed student union a reality
When you let Delta dust stay
in your eyes and Byron Meyer tell major appearances since their re by June 1947.
you his lies and Don Dragoo to turn from service, in the6 next I
PLT show "TT^Tmnn t"
I i ,Ac5°rdl"S to Paul Berger, general chairman, the campaign will
advertise—"By jove," says John
Beine Earnest ^ Imp0rtance of befn ^ 15 ^ith the student drive, headed by Bruce Coleman,
Tucker, "You're in love."
ng Earnest.
and will last through June.
Bob Nickols takes up his acting i
Monday muddles held over 'til
The general outline for the
Friday are Ed Mast trying to get carefr ^fter his duty in the drive includes the student solici
(Note: Schedule rearr
a date with "Cuddles" the Quon sendce since 1943, in the role of taii°n drive, a student dance to
during this week to make
set Hut Mardi Gras contestant I J°h" Worthing- He played in the be held the night of June 1, and
available for special broai
Paclflc Llttle Theatre productions a Saturday Work Day, when stu
. . . and
and VIera
and
gang at
at Loma
and gang
gang
Loma of »Heavfln r_
of Music Week events.)
T„,._
.... Viera
,
at Loma
„
w
i+»
--a
« . A „
dents
will
he
ct„,i
•„
,. r_.
dents
wil]
Q
0
be asked to work for
Lake—in charge . . . Brum having of "Heaven Can Wait" and "Ar- a da
Sun., 11:45 a. m.—Booksh
and Old Lace" before he
>' and donte their earnings
a date with Maureen Foster at 2 senic
wmt ir,t"
1 to the student union fund. During
Tues., 9:45 p. m.—Safety.
and calling for her at 8 . . . Flip
the drive, fines will be imposed
Tues., 6:30 p. m. — Cons
(Chet Pierce) and Flop (Berkly
tory.
on
all students for infractions of
Werner) in the aquacade . . . the
campus rules and regulations,
college girl at the Delta openWed., 7:00 p. m. — A Ca
such
as speeding and smoking on
Concert.
mouthed and ogle-eyed at Eddie
campus. Fines collected by the
By MARILYN NELSON
Cantor in person . . . A1 Larner
Wed., 9:15 p. m.—Symposi
'campus-cops"
will
also
be
turn
becoming horse shoe champ at the
Members of the faculty and stu
Wed.,
9:30 p. m.—Talk of T
ed
over
to
the
fund.
Meister Ranch . . . and Ralph
dents journeyed to Sacramento
The
entire
PSA
is
running
the
Thurs.,
7:45 p. m.—Sports I
Fontana being one of the horses
campaign" stated Dick Pederson, recently to hear the A Capella
that pulled the buggy while the
Thurs.,
9:45
p. m.—Preview
publicity chairman, "and the stu Choir sing in the Westminister
moon went down . . . A T. K
Sat.,
8.30
p.
m.—Concert
Soloists
dents are doing ail of the local Presbyterian Church.
turnip was Miss Flaa at the
chestra.
for
this
occasion
were
Donna
Persolicitations. All initiative is be
Country Club Dance with Mr.
Sat., 10:30 p. m.—Mardi Gn
ing taken by the PSA with the rot, Marilyn'Burger, and Phyllis
Spencer . . . Ray Benton playing
Duval.
wholehearted
backing
of
the
fac
catch with Jo Wendells . . . Rose
ulty."
Tuesday evening the Second Short, Miss Bowling, Mr.
mary Hale holding up 10,000 spec
Student
Recital was presented and Mrs. Harbert.
Present
committees,
which
in
tators at the aquacade . . . Don
clude publicity, student drive, with a variation of artists per
The next day this same
Hall and Jim Torvik starting a
town drive, parents and friends' forming. Students appearing on arrived in a sedan with the
mass movement of sandwiches,
drive, advanced gift, and alum this concert were Joann Elliott, tion of Mr. Brown, Mrs. B
cookies and chow from Alpha
ni drive, will be expanded upon cello; Virginia Ferris, soprano; and a cello. How do you d(
These to westword . . . Joyce
completion of the Mardi Gras Marilee Langstroth, pianist; Don There must be an art to itPreston under a "waterfall" .
festivities to include the marjor- ald Dollarhide, pianist; John Vas- not let us in on your little fc
and Justin Farmer and his Sierra
ity of the student body.
ti, tenor; Eileen Kolb, pianist; and la so we can use it too!!! H
girl friend . . .
In a statement to the Weekly Carolyn Bull, pianist. Beverly
The former Miss Frances
Sweet Fs to: Don Swift for a
Berger commented, "The success Campbell, Grace Gross, Georgia erman, who taught voice a;
well done" job on Campus Day!
of the drive and the realization Martinelli, and Nancy Calhoun
College of Pacific for ove
Freshmen—And then there's the
of a student union by June 1947, served as accompanists.
years, was back on the cai
story about the two little eightdepends entirely upon the comIt seems as if the "Toonerville visiting with friends.
year old boys who were found
plete cooperation and support of Trolley" has been pulling up
wandering up and down the sec
The Brown-Shadbolt Fa<
Jack Devoe, recently returned all the students. If everyone will quite regularly in front of the
ond deck of Freshman Hall1
Recital was one of the finest
rom
When the o-ij-ie kT
A"" ' ' ' I ^
thirty-seven months over- participate in committee activ Conservatory lately. From the certs to be presented at the
ities and do their bit, whatever way the faculty members issue
O-"** vv/i
HCU
heads out of their "doors and the part of Algernon
Monchieff. it may be, we can hope to see the from cars people are beginning to servatory in quite some time,
yelling, "Men! Men!"—the poten
excellent performances of
He will be remembered from per completion of such a building by wonder???
tial freshmen turned and ran like
two
participants caused corns
that
time."
formances in the former hits,
The Thursday noon luncheon and praise long after the con
two Boyd Thompsons! ...
"Romeo
and
Juliet,"
"What
a
Misnomers (?)
Marine father was talking to organization was seen leaving had finished.
Life," "Family Portrait," "Crim
his
son five years after the war: Thors and filing into a car near
Sunday, May 5, through Sa
Maxme "Muscles & Bicepts" inal at Large," "Peer Gynt," and
"And that, my son, is how the by. Soon the auto was bound for day, May 11, has been set ai
Allen . . . Bill "Crash" Gingrich "American Landscape."
the Conservatory with Ed Shad- as National Music Week. 1
World War was won."
• - - Marcia "Aces on Races" Abra
The third veteran is Bob Eng
'But, Daddy, why did they need bolt and Terry Moore hanging on nationwide event will be hono
ham ... Nick "Perry Como" Popo- lish as the Reverend. He played
the running board. From
in Stockton by the presentat
viteh . . . Marilyn "She's up, she's Lord Capulet in "Romeo and Ju all those other Marines?"
down Dinubilo ... Hector "Turn liet ' before the war.
of some musical event each nig
table Chow Hound" Hanccok . . .
Litafrances Darwin, as Lady
Pincky "Sleep—that's all I want!" Bracknell, will perform for the
arvis . . . "Bee bobba lee ba" last time at Pacific, before her
Boyarsky . . . Cathy "Casualty" graduation in June. Lita's career
Cain ... Bob "Ish Ka Bibble" Hod- at Pacific has been a memorable
son . . . Carolne "Daffodills" Har one. She was last seen as Ruth
™ • • • and George "Bobby Sox" in "Blythe Spirit," and will be
Segale ...
long remembered for top char
The„-G<>0d
Word:
ir
"Student
acter
portrayals in "Pride and
Union!"
Prejudice," "Electra," "Uncle Har(Continued on page 6)

Rondo
Bouts

FOR SALE

Tuxedo for Sale; size 38. See
Business Manager.

Maud Cornwell
School For Secretaries

Phone 2-9218

Spring Term Starts Feb. 18
530 West Vine St.
Ph. 2-4384

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
able

will still be
suggestions for your desserts.

CUrtailments we

°

er

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE
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SOCIETY
Entertainment at Greek Letter
Houses Honors Pledge Class

and Dick Pederson, Shirley Madsen and A1 Shepherd.
jean McBride and Frank Pennock. Thyra June Jeffery and
Frank Pierson, Carmel Struckman
and Don Dickie, Jo Anne McEwen
and Don Martinelli, Maryly Evey
and Dick Mcintosh, Clare Schalite and Herb Smalger, Frances
Hammill and Dale Emerson, Jean
Ann Wright and Ed Harold, Jean
Marie Arnold and Hal Mucky,
Joanne Elliott and Malcolm McCormack, Miriam McCormack and
Gran Wennars, Susan Shuman
and Clint Winaham, Betty Maley
and Mr. Cooke.
Patrons for the dance were.
Mr. and Mrs Gulick, Mr, and Mrs.
Lawson, and Miss Gregory. Music
was supplied by Johnny Calvin
and his orchestra.

K & M's Town
and Country
By PAT PIKE

The theme for the column this
week is blue tropical skies, warm
sunny beaches, tall palm trees
The three Greek letter sorority houses entertained their new
moving slightly in the breeze.
pledges Friday evening at semi-annual formal Pledge Dances.
Sounds Hawaiian doesn't it?
At Alpha Jhete the members and their guests danced on a trop
Well, could be!
ical isle where palm trees, flower and south sea influences were
Let's imagine we are taking a
abundant. Refreshments included open face sandwiches, cookies
trip
ot Hawaii. Am I talking you
and punch.
into it?
Members, pledges and guests*
were: Betty Holt, Jim Ritter;' chairman. Silver stars and black
First thing we'll do is plan our
Dorothy Gelatt, George Carter;
wardrobe, so off we go to Katstreamers covered the ceiling,
Barbara Merrill, Cal Thomas;
ten & Marengo's. You see they
Peg Fronfield, Tony Ensenaro; while silhouettes of outlined TAU KAPPA KAPPA
are featuring Hawaiian clothes
A
formal
dinner
dance
given
Marianne Ahearn!, Ed Manuel; buildings and palms completed
this week.
at the Stockton Country Club
Helen Graham, Don Hall; Marilyn the decorations.
They have a brand new ship
last
Friday
night
honored
the
Dow, Max Gobel; Betty Lou Coop
Those attending the dance pledges at Tau Kappa Kappa. Tall ment of French crepes and Luana
er, Werner Holden; Jean Comar- were: Bernice Temple and Way
white tapers in crystal holders cloth fashions in play clothes.
tin, Vince Cooney; Mary Roberts, Reynolds, Connie Nitson and
on the tables were accented by
To help matters along we wiH
Bill Fox; Mike Smallwood, Bob Pete Spanos, Ginnie Ferris and
iris and roses. The place cards see the unique fashions modeled
Kletzker; Joyce Horral, Frank Marion Akers, ' Bea Berlander
were minature purple pledge by our own Pacific Co-eds.
Burkett; Marilyn Meister and Bill and Bill Gingrich, Cam Jamison
paddles gilded inscribed. Music
First we'll see Connie Nitson
Hanson.
and Gordon Joplin, Jimmie Yoc- throughout the evening was sup
modeling a one piece ginger flow
um
and
Jack
Potter,
Nadine
Stella Simpson, Hank Schrimsplied by Bill Burton's seven piece er play suit with a matching
cher; Viola Burres, Charles Buc Walsh and Bill Ddlson, Pat Stew orchestra.
skirt. This outfit is tailored en
kles; Jeanne Bergeron, Ray Sul- art and Ted Clark, Kathryn NesCouples present were. Carol ough to be worn on the street as
prizio; Wilma Talboy, Bill Elli bit and Alvin Inman, Joanne Romer and Paul Berger; Jackie well as for play.
son; Bev Wells, Bill Milhaupt; Fore and Winston Boone, Janet Geyer and Howard Best; Janice
Also we wiH see Connie in a
Randy Walker, Jim Torvik; Bec James and John Kaye, Helen Potter and Stan Murray; Carolyn
Luana bra and shorts ensemble
Howard
and
Jerry
Haines,
Mary
ky Roberts, Don Smythe; Shirley
Harris and Vin Benson; Frances with a matching skirt. This will
Lamar, Barry McDermott; Shyr- Jo Hamrick and Lloyd Bradhoff, Mack and Bruce S'wartz; Lucille
be shown in various tropical
lie Gilpatric, Pierce Young; Mar Arlene Ellis and Bob Raven, Nan Charter and Ed Trenkle; Marilyn
prints.
ilyn Dinibulio, Howard Staples; cie Pelaroque and Bob Wilson, West and Bob Kain; Alta McJust wait until you see Mau
Joan O'Connor, Bill Mahlstead; Conny Parry and Wally Olson.
Clintock and Jack Shinn; Claire reen Foster in the sarong type
Madeline Bernardicow and Don
Sally Geistweit and Tommy Ruiz and Frank Piceno; Marilyn shorts and bra.
Stewart.
Holmes, Beverley Billups and Carson and John Hammil.
Maureen will also show off a
Vivian Jarvis and Phil Kauf one piece play suit with matching
June Ann Hoffman, Ed Picker Glenn Calvert, Helen Cummings
ing; Mary Virginia Rhodes; Dick and Jack Friend, Betty Etzel and man; Lorraine Hock and Bud skirt. This will be displayed in
Crete; Dorothy Thompson, Wil- Mason Gerhart, Nancy Rinehart Shinn; Charlotte Verdi and How tropical flower print and in a
lard Klemin; Marilyn Ritchie, Joe and Gene Mortarroti, Barbara ard Albertsen; Carol Hobart and novelty Hawaiian print.
Thompson; Maureen Foster, Geo. Pearce and George Torvik, Bobbe Bill Hinds; Bernice Meyers and
Shirley Gilpatrick will show us
Brumm; Mary Lou Marshall, John Connolly and Woody Hathaway, Gene Lippin-Holtz; Lynn O'Brien a midriff blouse with fully lined (
Guilfoyie; Norma Jane Foster, Marilyn Nelson and Ralph Sim and Bob Tumelty; Barbara Mer-, shorts and a shirt in matching
Craig Combs; Marge Hiers, Bob mons, Beverly Byrne and Ed Hil- riam and Rick Woodruff; Muriel print.
McDannold;
Yvonne Jackson, lard, Phyllis Peri and Fred Risso, Hughes and Ray Wiser; Winnie
Well, our trip may be imagina
Carroll Grunsky; Jean Gallagher, Earleen Kendrick and Ray Kos- Merriam and Jack Loye; Ginny tive but the clothes certainly
Dave Stennick; Dottie Adams, ich, Sally Logan and Stewart Lockow and Ralph Fontana; Mar aren't and even for sun tanning
Willie Boyarsky; Kay Powell and Browne, Eveline Crudeli and ion Phillips and Bill Thompson. in our back yard or for summer
Pat Jarvis and Bill Mundt; Do
Clare Slaughter, Dorothy Cole
Collie Kidwell.
parties, with these clothes the at
Joanne Cairns, George Cheirci; man and Bill McMarran, Elaine lores Morena and Jim Fetchner; mosphere will be the very essence
Claire Cameron, Torrence Bram- Peterson and Jack Hartnett, Pat Joan Wendels and A1 Sanderson; of romantic Hawaii.—Advt.

well; Nancie Harrold, Ray King;
Althea Ortman, Chet Pierce; Pen
ny Allen, Cowles Mast; Pat Greg
ory, Tom McKeegan; Verda Lease,
Steve Stephens; Leslie Baxter,
Dob Chinn; Fran Burks, Dwight
• therton;
Robin
Hermanson,
Charlie Cooke; Jackie Taylor, Bill
thompson; Marjorie Williams,
red Chinchillo; Marilyn Bishop,
rank Jeans, Jane Cairns, Herb
artow; Marilyn Horrall, George
Lat'°s; June West, Nick Popoler '^°ann P°rter, Jeanne Gab-

nf i?1''.8'1' Ft°°f was the theme
\j . Peon's pledge dance with
__ar'e Alley acting as General

When You Think
DEMEMBER—

520 E. Weber Ave.
Stockton

LOUNGE CASUALS
Intriguing multi-colored embroidery in Chinese colors

A feUow who lived by the river
Experienced pain with his liver.
He took Carter's pill
To banish his ills;
Now he's got joie de vivre.

LIMITED
QUANTITY!
EVERSHARP

heels.
"SCAMPERS" all leather casuals that are styled for

'

$14,75
far pan and pencil

comfort and attractiveness.

Plus Fed. Tax

"BALLERINAS" in all colors.

• •. of Dancing

TRIANON
BALLROOM

Jean Watson and Ray Benton.
Patrons and Patronesses for
the affair were Mr. and Mrs.
Stocking, Dr. and Mrs. Waldo,
Miss G. Louise Flaa and Mr.
Spencer.

.... peeping toes with resilient platforms and wedged

EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA

There's always
Good Music
and
Phe Nicest People

ty Wells and Chuck Crawford,
Irene Kaiser and Shelden Nickols, Marglen Sneddon and Bob
Lauppe, Marnell Rubel and Bob
Fitzgerald, Marilyn Wallace, and
Ronald Sadestrom, Barbara Ellis

"RAND" shoes for men who desire quality asd popu
lar styles.

COEY'S

V

_

Don't miss this chance to'
"pick up" one of these
handsome, modern sets.
Magic Feed prevents
flooding or leaking . . .
Magic Point is so smooth
you can't even hear it
write. Matching Feather
weight Repeater Pencil
feeds new leads
automatically.

Turner
Hardware Store
Weber & American

Stockton

Dial 4-4651

Phone 5-5571

2349 Pacific Ave.

PHIL BAKER CBS SUNDAY NIGHTS
IN "TAKE IT OR LEAVE ITM

AWS Sponsors
Informal Dance
Tomorrow Night
"Maypole Magic" win prevail
May 4th, when the Associated
Women Student's hold their in
formal spring dance from eight
till twelve in the Pacific gymnas
ium.
Decorations wiH be in tune with
the spring theme, and pastel
flowers and streamers will cover
the walls.
Johnny Calvin and his ten
piece orchestra wiH play for the
dancing.
This is the first aH student body
dance the A.W.S. has sponsored,
and admission will be free to all
holders of student body cards.
Dorothy Gelatt has been named
general chairman, and her com
mittees are busily at work on this
gala affair.

You'll sing their praises for
their frothy lightness . .
their demure appeal . . . and
especially for the many'
times you'll wear them,,
bubbling after tubbing, days
and nights all Summer long.
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Varied Sport Events
Top Homecoming Week
Gael Easy Touch Pacific Baseballers
Tangle with Ganchos
For Tiger Nine At Santa Barbara

Football - Baseball - Tennis - Swimming and
Track Contests to be Held During Week
Atheletic contests galore will keep spectators busy running tromb
one event to another during the homcoming week. Highlights ot
Alumni Stalwart
the sports activities will center on the Alumni-Tiger football game,
and the baseball games against the University of California and
Fresno State. Also competing will be the swimming and tennis
teams, while th track squad which does not have any meet scheduled
will give an exhibition between halves of the grid tussle.
The greatest galaxy of alumni•
stars ever to assemble for the tra but Chris Kjeldsen's outfit will
ditional spring football tussle will be seen in action during the festi
meet A. A. Stagg's current aggre
gation of gridiron hopefuls in vities. Outstanding men on the
Baxter stadium Saturday, May team include Dwight Atherton,
11. About thirty ex-Tigers have freshman freestyler who has tied
signified their intentions of being one pool mark this season and is
in uniform and the list reads like expected to break it at any time.
a whose who of Pacific athletic Joe Wilson Lodi backstroke ace
greats. Among the collection of will also attempt to lower his own
pigskin veterans will be such marks.
names as John Cecheni, Stan
The Tiger track squad will give
Vaughn, Hugh McWilliams, Clem
an
exhibition between halves of
Swagerty, Bob Ijams, Earl Klapstein, Clare Slaughter, Jim Lyons the Alumni Bengal football game.
and many others. Also expected Ray Kring who has broken his
to appear if their affairs permit own best altiture every time he
are Art McCaffray and John Po- has competed here in Baxter sta Earl Klapstein ex-Tiger will an
dium and whose vaulting ranks chor the Alumni line against the
desto.
him as one of the top men in the Tigers next Saturday in the big
On Thursday night at 8:00 the nation will make an attempt at homecoming grid tussle.
Tiger baseball nine will open the
fourteen feet plus. Boyd Thomp
sports program of the week when
son will take a crack at a couple
they tangle with the California
of Baxter stadium dash marks about his poles until he got to
Bears at Oak Park.
When
along with other members of the Stockton.
the two teams met before the Tig
track team.
Benny says if Lydon Mothorn
ers defeated the Berkeley squad
easily 7-0. Since then however
is going to remain such a sore
they have improved greatly and
head about that publicity he was
this contest should be a toss up.
! given in this document, he will be
The two starting Bear pitchers,
| given the Pulitzer prize for inVic Butler and Ken Gustafson, are
| ability to take a joke.
rated equal to any of Pacific's
Tub-thumper Don Dragoo re
twirlers.
ceived a complement on Campus
McWilliams will probably star
Day. A pole vaulter from San
his youthful Bill
McFarland
Francisco State thought it cer
By
BENNY
BENGAL
against the visitors. To date the
tainly was nice that Bill Stern
sure armed moundsman has gone
Benny arrived in the Weekly of came here to announce the meet.
undefeated against such teams as
Gael just small puff.
San Francisco State, San Jose, fice this morn, with a terrible
burn. He has been out from
Santa Barbara, and St. Marys.
After witnessing the baseball
Cal will probably field a team dawn to dust absorbing Apollo's game against St. Mary's, Benny
consisting of Palmer, Brown, Du rays with the girls on the Gym says Herman Wedemeyer would
Four, Fiscalini, Clow, J. Brown, lawn.
make a better manager. Herman
Benny thinks that I—his ghost struck at a ball that according to
Hosenich, Saukko behind the
plate and either Butler or Gustaf writer — should explain last pitcher Bill McFarland was three
son on the mound. Pacific's line week's Story of the Week. The feet outside. To top it all, Her
story was Ray's asking about his man told the press that he was
up is still tentative.
Another feature attraction will poles when told of Coach Jack going to quit football because he
be Coach Phil Garlington's Tiger son's accident. This, of course, is figured he was a better baseball
Tennis team. Pacific's racquet untrue for Ray completely forgot player.
swingers are without a doubt the
strongest team ever turned out
here. Heading the list of players
are such names as Chet Covey,
Gordon Dalbeck, Pitt Browne,
Don Swift, Noel Prince, Bob Tout
Union Oil Dealer
and Bill Mundt. Victors over
California and every other team
Phone 2-9010
they have met except Stanford
the Tigers are heavy favorites ov
BATTERIES — TIRES — QUICK CHARGING
er the Cal Aggies here Friday
afternoon of next week.
The swimming squad has not
Castle and Pacific Ave.
had an opponent named for it yet

Tiger
Tattler

BILL LUHT

Bill McFarland, Pacific's ace
moundsman, set down the famous
St. Mary's Gaels, 10-2 last Wed
nesday night at Oak Park. Mc
Farland had the Gaels under his
wing at all times although he al
lowed 9 base hits.
The Tigers tagged Bob Gilbert,
Gael Hurler, for 11 safeties, of
which 4 were for extra bases. Pa
cific tallied 4 runs in the initial
frame which proved to be the de
ciding counters. The Bengals
added 3 more runs in the fourth
and 3 in the eighth. St. Mary's
runs dented the plate in the first
2 innings.
Leading stickers for the Gaels
were Dennis O'Conner, Denny
Galvin, and Ed Ryan with each
getting 2 hits. Pacific's top hit
ters were Jim Torvick, Walt Gold
man, Sam Stassi, Bob Stassi and
Bill McFarland also with 2 blows
apiece.
THE BOX SCORE
Pacific—
Torvick, lb
Goldman, cf
Brown, 2b
S. Stassi, ss
B. Stassi, 3b
Segale, If
McFarland, p
Selkirk, rf
Potter, c
Totals
St. Mary's—
Fucile, 2b
O'Conner, 3b
Galvin, ss
Wedemeyer, cf
Lorenzini, lb
White, c

ab
4
3
4
3
5
3
4
5
3

r

LINE-UP
Pacific

2

3
0
2
2

0
0
0
-1

34 10
Ab r
5
1
3
0
4
0
4
0
4
0
4
1

This evening at Santa Barbara
the Pacific Tigers will tangle with
the Santa Barbara State Gaucho.
for their second meeting this sea
son. They met previously j,
Stockton and the Bengals were
victorious, 15-10.
Lou Mangini was Santa Bar.
bara's top hitter in the Gaueho's
last appearance in the Tiger city
getting 4 safeties in 5 trips to the
plate. The Gauchos have good
hitting which should give Pacific
quite a battle for runs scored
Not having played California
Poly before there is not much in
formation concerning them. The
Cal-Poly game will be played on
their campus diamond in the a:
ernoon. John Guilfoyle or I
Bronzon will probably hun
against Cal Poly.
Jerry "Jess" Haines will prob
ably start against the GaucLFriday afternoon. Les Scott or
Bill Metcafe will start for Santa
Barbara.

Segale—If
Goldman—cf
Brown—2b
S. Stassi—ss
B. Stassi—3b
Torvick—lb
Beckham—rf
Potter—c
11 Haines—p
h Scott

|Santa Barbara
jstineberg—ss
|Morgan—cf
|Elliott—2b
|Valentino—lb
|Mangini—rf
|Alf rich—3b
|Wallace—If
(Paulson—c
|Metcafe—p

1

2 Ryan, rf
2 Piedmonte, If
0 Gilbert, p

4
4
4

1

0

Totals

36

Ward Tyler Says Fine fishing equipment is the admira
tion of all fishermen.' We have complete
outfits, of which you will be really
proud. Many hard to get items are now
in stock. Come in and browse around.

RODS—REELS
TACKLE

BOXES—LINES

ENJOY YOUR FISHING MORE IN
CLOTHES DESIGNED FOR ACTION
- . . SEE OUR SPORTSWEAR
REPARTMENT

f W V W T V W V wrW W

Let's Meet at

MILLER-HAYS CO.

WARD TYLER'S
SPORT

Plumbing With A Smile
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
3216 Pacific Ave.
I

* -- - - - -

"Everything for Every Sport"

Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

SHOP

129 E. WEBER AVE.
Dial 2-0229

(Hotel Stockton Bldg.)

J

DIAL 2-2297
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COP TRACKMEN DEFEATED
BY FIVE POINT MARGIN
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Swimmers Take
Aggies 53-21

WORK HORSES

Not even the super-human powers of three Tiger track men could
rack up enough points to stop the veteran San Francisco State Gaters
from squeezing out a 69 V2 to 64% victory. The third party of the
meet, California Aggies, scratched out 29 points for their efforts.
—•
$
RflV Tfrinrr -frvr»
Ray
Kring, for the third 4-i
time
in as many starts, broke his own
pole vault record with a leap of
13 feet 9 % inches and then to the
surprise of everyone present, ran
the 100 yard dash in 10.2 seconds
to beat the Gaters highly touted
Fox by two yards.
Tied with Kring for second
place high point man was John
By BETTY BENGAL
Hogan taking firsts in the dis
Oh, what a wonderful weekend cus with a toss of 134 feet 5 inches
—fun, fun.fun!! Why can't every and the shot put putting the iron
Saturday
be
campus
day? ball out 43 feet 8% inches.
Wouldn't that be the life?—
Top man of the meet in points

Chris Kjeldsen's Tiger swim
mers added another win to their
victory column when they defeat
ed the California Aggie squad
here last Saturday morning be
fore packed stands in one of the
feature sports events of the cam
pus day festivities. The score
was 53-21.
The farmer team offered very
little competition except in the
person of Bricker who won both
the 220 and the 440. The Ben
gals won every other event in
spite of the fact that some of the
team members were not able to
participate because of illness.

Tigress
Tattler

umnhmn! Everyone really seemto have the spirit of the day—all
the way from freshman skit down
to the last dance of the campus
day dance.

I think the races on the practice
field were the hughest laughs—
Mary Flaa—queen of the pie-eat
ers—I'd swear that she had more
pie outside than in,. . . and the
egg-throwing contest was one of
the most exciting races of the day
—why wouldn't it be—you never
knew when to expect an egg to
come sailing through the air aim
ed at your head. Alice Dakin and
Buddy Ellis copped top honors
there—of course no one howled
when Alice started to throw the
egg and dropped it over her
shoulder—no!
Shirley Madson has the best
nose for pushing onions around—
of course her forehead, chin, hand
and ear came in mighty handy—
huh, Shirley?
But the funniest race of the day
doesn't happen to be a girls—I
hope none of you missed seeing
the 8 full-grown fellows lying on
their backs sucking baby bottles
like mad! If you did—you miss
ed something that you'll probably
never see again!
In swimming that afternoon —
big laughs when Nancy Peleroque
was teaching Connie Parry how
to dive—splat!
Everyone had fun watching the
tennis and tracks meets.
The two gals who won the ten
uis tournament are Pat Corwin
and Marilyn Carson. Now they
will go to Sacramento to repre
sent the women students of
c-O.P. and Stockton Junior Coliege in the tournament there —
good luck!

and in performance was the tem
porary coach and veteran Tiger,
Boyd Thompson.
Taking the
number one spot in the 440 yard
run and the 220 yard dash, third
in the 220 yard low hurdles, and
in the last event of the day,
Thompson couldn't find enough From left to right: Jim Hanny, Jack Runcie, and George Torvick
reserve strength to hold his j tour the oval during practice. These men will see action tomorrow
scorching pace. He finished just against Cal.
eight yards behind the Gaters.
The time: 3:27.4.
Pole vault—Kring (P), Ford
RESULTS:

100 yard dash—Kring (P), Fox
(SFS), Robins (CA), Time: 10.2.
220 yard dash—Thompson (P)
Fox (SFS), Toler (SFS), Time:
23.2.
440 yard run—Thompson (P),
Torvick (P), Baker (CA)—Time:
53.9.
880 yard run—Oakes (SFS),
Byrne (SFS), Torvick (P) —
Time: 2:07.3.
Mile run—Watty (SFS), Hooper
(CA), Hanny (P)—Time: 4:42.7.
2 mile run—Holden (SFS), Hanney (P), Hooper (CA)—Time:
11:01.7.
120 yard high hurdles—Shepard
(SFS), Curran (P),-Holmes (CA)
—Time: 16.3.
220 yard low hurdles—Shepard
(SFS), Curran (P) Thompson (P)
—Time: 25.5.

Netmen Plaster
Bears 8-1

(P), and Upshaw (SFS)—tie for
third. Heighth: 13 feet, 9%
inches.
Discus—Hogan (P), Frey (CA),
Wilson (SFS) Distance: 134 feet I Last week proved an auspicious
I one for Coach Phil Garlington's
5 inches.
tennisters. Playing a stepped up
Shot put—Hogan (P), Wilson schedule that called for three
(SFS), Frey (CA)—Distance: 43 i matches in four days the Tiger
feet 814 inches.
netters carried off winning points
High jump—Sanford (SFS), I against U. of California, San
Ford (P), Holmes (CA), Cooper . Francisco State College, and Mo(P), and Schlinger (CA)—all tied j desto J. C.
for second place. Heighth: 5 ft., 1 CAL GETS ONE POINT
10% inches.
j Highlight of the rough three
Broad jump — Stanford (SFS), | game grind was the match with
Brockman (P), Schamberger(CA) Cal here on Campus Day. The
Distance: 21 feet, 1 inch.
Tigers anchored the Cal Bear to
Javelin—Grantham (SFS), Rob one point and copped the remain
inson (CA), Melendez (SFS) Dis ing eight. Bob Tout, recent addi
tance: 167 feet.
tion to the varsity, dropped the
Mile relay — San Francisco point in a tight 3 set match to
State, Pacific, California Aggies. Cal's demon ace netter Cameron
Time: 3:27.4.
Fair.

POWERHOUSE
Two Tiger paddlers popped in
to the win column for the first
time. Dick House, muscular
speedster, surprised with a vic
tory in the century freestyle
while his teammate Tack Easby
the Merced porpoise clipped a
half second off his best previous
times to win the 50 freestyle in 26
seconds flat.

Winston Boone carrot topped
Lodi springboard artist revers
ed the tables on his diving part
ner A1 Spanos and copped the
first spot in the dive,
RESULTS

300 medley—3:45.6,
Pacific
(Wilson, Pierce, Platti).
220 free—2:34.2, Bricker (CA)
Lyttle (CA).
50 free—26, Easby (P) Platti
(P) Humphries (CA).
Diving—Boone (P) Spanos (P)
Guirola (CA).
100 free—63.2, House (P) Wer
ner (P) Messenger (CA).
150 back—1:53, Wilson (P)
Bridge (CA) Marshall (P).
200 breastroke -— 3:01.6, Matteoni (P) Bice (P) Western
(CA).
440 free—5:39.6, Bricker (CA)
Atherton (P) Rosenberg (CA).
400 relay—Pacific (Easby, Forsberg, Platti) 4:10.3.

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

Hand-Bags is sure to please her!
8.95 plus Fed. Tax.

Phonograph
Records
OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553

Open Friday Evening
7 — 9 p. m.

iBTOIIyili

Pa cif icS&=as=i==is=SA venue
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Beatrice Bodley to
Solo with Stockton
Symphony Monday
A festival of American music
will be presented in various forms
during National Music Week in
Stockton from May 5 to May 11
as different musical groups par
ticipate.
Several orchestra concerts are
scheduled for this week. Monday

"The CircleComing Warehouse Union
Presents Drama
Studio Theatre Play
The Warehouse Union Local

Famed Rhizite Hero
Returns from War
One of Rhizomia's most out
standing alumnus has returned
from the war having completed
over two years of service. His
name and history? He goes by
the name of Cal, and he was a
member of the house in '42 and
part of '43. In case you haven't
heard, Cal is a German police
dog with a sense of humor who
was Rhizomia's mascot for over
a year.
One of the fellows presented
Cal to the house when he was a
year old, only to learn that he
was an anti-social (unfriendly,
that is). After many friendly
gestures and much persuasion
Cal became one of the gang. He
was a true watch dog, one whose
OK was required before you gain
ed entrance to the hall. During
the summer months Cal spent
the afternoons swimming at Malibu beach. The fellows would al
ways know when it was time to
go swimming, as Cal would be in
the car waiting to go at two
o'clock every afternoon.

MKS. J. K. BODLEY
evening, May 6, the Stockton
Symphony Orchestra will present
a program of American music un
der the direction of Manlio Silva.
The program will include the
second movement of the Sym
phony No. 1 in E Minor by How
ard Hansen; The Winter's Passed,
a composition for oboe and
strings, by Wayne Barlow; the
Ballet Music from "Casanova" by
Deems Taylor; Symphonic Frag
ment from Oklahoma by RogerBennett; and the Grieg Piano
Concerto.
Beatrice Walton Bodley as solo
ist will present the Concerto in
A Minor for Piano and Orchestra
by Edward Grieg. Mrs. Bodley is
a graduate of the College of Pa
cific and has been active in musi
cal events for a long time. To
gether with her husband, J. Rus
sell Bodley, she has become a
prominent figure in the commun
ity.
Another big concert will be
given by the Pacific Concert Or
chestra under the batons of its
conductor Horace I. Brown and
the guest conductor for the occas
ion, Merdith Willson. Several of
Mr. Willson's own compositions
will appear on the program.
The program has been schedul
ed as follows: An Outdoor Over
ture by Aaron Copland; the sec
ond movement of the Symphony
No. 3 by Howard Hanson; Scher
zo, from the Afro-American Sym
phony, by William Grant Still;
Missions of California, Parts I
and II which are the San Juan
Batista and San Juan Capastrano,
by Meredith Willson; Nocturne,
by Meredith Willson; and the
Stars and Stripes Forever by
John Phillip Sousa.
The first three numbers of the

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
•

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

Imsfu

"The Circle," by
Somerset
Maugham, the next studio theatre
production, promises to be some
thing new in the way of student
productions. The play will be
presented upstairs in the S.C.A.
and central staging will be used.
There will be no setting—the
chairs of the audience will be ar
ranged in a circle about the ac
tors. This puts the audience on
an intimate basis with the char
acters, and is very difficult to
perform. Arlene Ludlow, the stu
dent director, wanted particular
ly to get some new talent into
the show; with one exception, the
cast will be entirely new to the
audience.
Wilma Walcot, freshman, has
the ingenue lead of Elizabeth.
Cast opposite her is Joe Hanman,
freshman, as Teddie Luton. Arn
old, Elizabeth's husband, will be
portrayed by Jim Stockholm, also
a freshman. The role of Arnold's
father, Champion-Cheney, goes to
Byron Meyer, well-known from
past productions and most recent
ly seen in "Tomorrow's Sun."
The part of Lady Kitty, Cheney's
wife who left him 30 years ago,
was given to Lynette Christian
sen, junior. Lord Porteous, the
Englishman, will be portrayed by
Jim Ludlow. Marcia Abraham
will play Anna, a friend of the
family. The role of the maid will
be taken by Lola Galli.

Early in '43 Cal enlisted in
the United States Army, being
the first Rhizite to enter the serv
ice. What happened to Cal
shouldn't have happened to a dog.
During his period of service he
was decorated for capturing two
German prisoners who had escap
ed. Another accomplishment was
the capture of a German prisoner
"The Circle" will be presented
who was stealing clothes from a
Tuesday, May 21st, for students
laundry line.
and the public, and Wednesday,
Cal was discharged in the latter
May 22nd, for the California Stu
part of 1945, and is now taking
dent Teachers Association.
life easy on a ranch in Lodi.

6
of the CIO presented "Three Men
On a Horse" by John Cecil Holm
and George Abbott on Saturday,
April 27, at the Stockton High
School Auditorium. The produc
tion was directed by Mara Alex
ander and featured the Ware
house Union Players. The sets
were by Bernard Zackheim.
The Warehouse Union Players
is a new organization. The pur
pose of the organization is to
give the working people a chance
to display their talent. The
group believes firmly that there
is much talent hidden within the
ranks of the working classes.
The actors have nearly all had
previous experience in stage or
radio. Mara Alexander, directress
of the production, has had twenty
seven years of theater experience.
She bagan as a child actress and
her experience covers every
branch of the theatre from play
wright to scenic designer.
She
has appeared on Broadway with
the Group Theatre, the Theatre
Guild, and the New York Theatre
Union. She was a script writer
for Metro Goldwyn Mayer and
was head of the drama depart
ment of the California Labor
School.

Three Vets
(Continued from Page 2)
ry" and "Wuthering HeightsWith Lita, goes one of PacifiC's
most accomplished actresses.
Virginia Ferris, a transfer stu.
dent this year, is making her second appearance this time in the
role of Cecily Cardew. She will
be recalled from her portrayal of
the doctor's engaging wife in
"Blythe Spirit" this year.
Eileen Ellis, as Gwendoline
Fairfax, is appearing for the first
time upstairs. A freshman, Eileen gained recognition in the sty.
dio production "Right You Are If
You Think You Are."
Gail Monroe and Patty JonesBump are also appearing for the
first time upstairs. They have
also done roles in studio theatre
productions.
Gene McCabe, as Lane the but
ler, was last seen in "A Bell for
Adano." "The Importance of be
ing Earnest" will open May 17
and will play for two week-ends.
This will be DeMarcus Brown's
last production this season.
FEELS SHAKY
Barber (to second ditto)—'
want you to stop telling tho?
ghost stories while I am shavii0
a customer. You know how nerv
ous I am. I might cut myself.

Two weeks ago Cal revisited
the campus and became quite ir
Ollie; "Whenever I fight with
ritated when he was forced to re the girl friend I always lose."
turn to the farm. He seemed to
Ted: "You'd win if you'd only
be full of barks when he again
saw the fellows, the house, the use your hat."
Ollie: "What do you mean?"
campus, and the coeds (natch).
Ted: "Why just grab it and
Since his entry into the Army run."
Cal has gained some weight, and
is in top shape.
Cal has been honored by the
Norman Higgins
Rhizite class of '43 by having his
picture in the center of the group
of portraits of his fraternity
brothers, rating an honor even
above the president.

Vogue-Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE

program will be conducted by Mr.
Brown while the last half of the.
program will be conducted by our
guest NBC conductor, Meredith
Willson.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Jewelers

PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

|

LATEST DISC-HITS

I RECORDS

i RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS|
•
i

JEWELRY FOR
MEN and CO-ED
339 East Main Street

S E R V ING

Let us supply you with all
your musical needs.

|JOHNNY CALVIN •
i
•

2016 Pacific Avenue

PACIFIC

TED'S
MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

t
•

DRESS-UP, UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

RAYONS!

9.90

Sized for the average American type — the slender
woman! Gay young styles for dating and dancing, or
gracefully dignified types for folks who are past such
foolishness"! Prints, pastels, darks! 9 to 15.
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PERI-SCOOP Campus Day
Well- with only nine more
weeks' of school, and midterms
and finals coming up, we give you
Alive with fun and laughter,
the following bit of poesy:
the entire campus had the atmo
Little Jack Horner
sphere of Campus Day, which
Sat in a corner
proved to be a "rip-roarin' " time
With crib notes in his lappa.
for all who participated.
He opened his book
The day's events got off to a
And took a quick look;
booming start with the presenta
Now he's a Phi Beta Kappa.
—The Santa Clara tion of the class skits during the
morning.
We're only kidding, profs!!!
The Sophomore Skit depicted a
court
scene with individuals being
HOPEFUL HAZEL
brought
up for trial. Complete
Hazel (saying her prayers):
«0 Lord, I ask nothing for my with attorneys and witnesses the
trial was carried on before Judge
self; but will you please send my
Bob Nichols. Those taking part
dear mother a son-in-law?
A fitting close to this quotation in the skit were Bill Roberts,
and prayer might be: "Ah, men." Earlene Kendrick, Gail Monroe,
Byron Meyer, Marilyn Bishop,
and Marge Hiers.
SLIPS THAT PASS IN PRINT

The Junior Class chose the Col
lege of Pacific during the Gay
Nineties for their theme.
The
master of ceremonies was Bert
Trullson, who appeared later in
the show in a "glamor" bathing
suit. A can-can, complete with
the proper attire, was presented
by Ginny Ferris, Carolyn Bennettsen, Marilyn Dow, Bernice Tem
ple, Diana Evans, and Ruth
Shook. Songs were presented by
Nancy Deming and Gene McCabe.
"Casey at the Bat" was brought
to life by the Senior Class, in
their skit. Participants were
Tony Reid, who narrated the skit,
Shirley Reid, Bill Gingrich, Char
lie Cooke, Lita Frances Darwin,
Sanford Moberly, Betty McKee,
Doris Perkins, Glen Calvert, and
Leighton Eddleman.
Those who were at the dance
and who saw the equacade wit

—"Dinah has warm brown eyes
and hair and lips to match.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph.
You say you like dark women?

nessed what was previewed as be
ing "the biggest attraction of the
day." Under the leadership of
Helen Graham a water ballet was
exhibited by Maurene Foster, Pat
Robertson, Marilyn Bishop, Marilou Marshall, Jean Gallager, Mar
garet Hayes, and Rosemary Hale.
Stunt diving livened up the eve
ning as Chet Pierce and Homer
Werner went through their an
tics. Exhibition swimming was
done by Fred Taioli and Eva Mar
ie Genuit took part in the exhi
bition diving.
Thor donated 15 merchandise
orders amounting to one dollar
each for the purpose of prizes.
Don Swift's comment on the
day was, "Campus Day this year
seemed to be more of a success
than ever
before. Everyone
seemed to have a swell time doing
everything."

Doctor's son: Say dad, what .
does it mean when the paper says
a man went to a convention as a
delegate at-large?
Doctor: It means his wife
didn't go with him, son!—The Az
tec.

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

Sorry, something unexpected
turned up. I'll call you later.

Baked beans are 68 to 70 per
cent water, bananas< 75 per cent,
eggs 73 to 74 per cent, boiled po
tatoes 75 to 80 per cent.

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 34)604
2302 Pacific Ave.
Telephone 6-6324

PASTRY & DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

STOCKTON'S
MOST INTERESTING
BOOK STORE

1

. . . The first collection to
reach the mainland since
Pearl Harbor. Exotic •de
signs fairly sing a song of
the Island ... In lush flow
ers, tropical fish, fish-net
motif... And only at Katten
& Marengo will you find
these original Kumehameha Play Clothes

OFFICE — SCHOOL

and LEGAL SUPPLIES

QUINN'S
120

E. Main

Phone 7-7712

regular attire. Admission will be
by one PSA card or Alumni card
per couple.
For the benefit of new Pacificites the WEEKLY presents a few
tips concerning modes and man
ner that are "right" for the oc
casion. In the line of costuming,
dancers may let their imagina
tions go full swing. With re
gard to the actual dance itself
since it is such a gigantic affair
it is a closed dance for only Pacificites and their dates. Once
the couples have entered the
dance they are to remain until the
dance is over.
A Homecoming Service in Mor
ris Chapel is scheduled for the
regular chapel hour, 11 o'clock.

From Romantic Hawaii comes
this series of colorful Handscreened Print, French Crepes
and Luana . . . hoth fashioned
into Play Togs.

MEAN KII)
"How did you puncture your
tire?"
"I ran over a milkbottle."
"Couldn't you see the bottle?"
"No, a kid had it under his
arm!"—The Santa Clara.

1910 Pacific Ave.

(Continued from page 1)

HAWAIIAN
... SUN FASHIONS

And then there's the one about
the little moron who always keeps
his eyes shut on the bus. He
hates to see women standing!

OUSTS

Homecoming

Katten and Marengo Exclusive Fashion
as modeled by Betty Boiver of Manor Hall.
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EDITORIAL
One of the primary purposes of a newspaper, in ad
dition to bringing the news to its readers, is to bring to
official notice moves which the majority of readers feel
are prejudicial to what they sincerely feel to be their best
interests, and to offer constructive criticism of these moves.
One of the main topics of conversation on campus to
day is the current NO-SMOKING drive being carried on by
the Students Affairs Committee and the Administration.
The Administration reasons, and justly so, that since there
is a state law to the effect that there shall be no smoking
on the campus of a state-controlled secondary school (i.e.
Stockton Junior College), that all smoking on the streets
of the campus should cease immediately. This stand, the
Weekly agrees with.
The Weekly feels, however, that since the school has
taken steps to insure that the students living on campus
have a place to smoke, that is in their living quarters, that
similar measures should be taken on behalf of the offcampus students before the penalty for the violation of
the state law, SUSPENSION OR EXPULSION, is invoked.
It is true that the construction of a Student Union
building will somewhat ease the situation, but it will be
the end of 1947 at the earliest before the proposed building
is completed. In the meantime there are students on the
campus who may not even be in school when the build
ing is completed, and there are many who do not feel that
they will be able to wait until the end of 1947 before they
have a cigarette without having to walk off campus to do
it.
By DICK PEDERSEN
The Weekly wishes respectfully to suggest to the ad
ministration that the most just solution to the problem
Personal observations on im
is the erection of a small Quonset Hut or similar low- provements needed on the cam
cost, temporary building at a central and easily accessable pus:
spot on campus where the off-campus students can go to —A renewal of the chimes. Be
fore the war the chimes in the
smoke in the cold, damp or rainy weather.
If such a low-cost, temporary building were construct Conservatory were one of the
ed, and furnished simply with several easy chairs and a most pleasant aspects of Pacific's
atmosphere, telling us the hours
few ash trays (which could later be used in the Student in clear beautiful tones, and being
Union), it would give the off-campus students an even used for special occasions, such as
break with those residing on campus.
Christmas, Easter, etc. It was al
If, after the construction of such a building, students so the custom to sign them off
still persisted in smoking on campus, and out of the build every evening with "Pacific Hail."
ing, the penalty of the no-smoking rule could be invoked The chimes have been silent
by the Administration, and they could be secure in the since somebody, rumors accuse
faculty members and students
knowledge that they had the full backing of the Student alike, appropriated the scarce ra
Rody. With a place provided by the school for the off- dio tubes necessary to operate
campus students to smoke, anyone not availing himself them. We have new tubes now
of the smoking room would be fully deserving of any that the war is over, and installa
tion and repair are the only jobs
punishment meted out to him by the Administration.
preventing us from hearing the
The Weekly hopes, by this editorial, to aid everyone chimes
again this spring.
concerned in this pressing matter to find a just and equit
—Benches on the lawns. Only
able solution to a widespread campus problem.
a few benches are available. Of
A large majority of the off-campus students who ten the lawns are wet or at least
smoke have evinced a willingness to abide by any rules damp and it is not convenient to
laid down governing smoking on campus if only some plan sit on them. Benches should have
to place them on a parity with campus students is laid backs and should be painted and
out. Surely, since over half of the Student Rody lives off located so as to blend in with the
rest of the campus. The PSA has
campus, their needs should be considered equally with investigated this problem, but
those of the students who reside in the halls, dorms, and nothing concrete has been done.
fraternities and sororities.
—More strictly enforced traffic
A problem that has been a thorn in the sides of the regulations. After some pedes
administration and students alike for more than 17 vears trian has been badly injured it
could and should be settled once and for all in a manner will be too late to tighten up our
campus
driving
regulations.
tha will injure neither the standing of individual students "Digging" may be fun and fast
or the prestige or standing of the school.
driving may be collegiate, but not

A plaque, dedicated to the memory of C.O.P.'s World War II
dead, is being planned by the
campus "Veteran's Club." The
committee chairman, Bill Doyle,
reports that good progress is be
ing made on the plaque which
will probably be placed in Morris
Chapel.

Pacific student, killed in this war,
please give his name and when
killed to either myself or the Vet
eran's Club," Boyle added.
A motion was introduced and
approved by the members to rec
ommend that the plaque be plac
ed in Morris Chapel.
A committee composed of Cal
Thomas, chairman, Alex Spanos,
Bob Tobey, Tom Wenner, and
Stan Hewlett, was appointed to
find an open date for the coming
dance to raise funds for the club
treasury.

"One of the biggest obstacles
we face," said Doyle," is finding
the names of all the deceased vet
Frank Ramonti reported that
erans." The files in the regis
progress was being made on the
trar's office are incomplete, es
club's float for the Mardi Gras.
pecially on the prisoners of war
i He said that the decorations
and missing in action," he said.
would be made from camoflaged
"Anyone knowing of a former parachute materiel.
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Speaker: Dr. Francis W. Brush.
Topic: His experiences in the
Philippines.
Music: A Capella Choir.

Religious Emphasis
Week May 23-28

Religious Emphasis Week, a
same, but more attention should
be given to this minor annoyance tradition on the Pacific campus,
will be held from Thursday, May
by the PSA.
23
to Tuesday, May 28. Religious
—Better treatment at the in
firmary. In the army it used to Emphasis Week is sponsored by
be axiomatic that nothing less the Religious Life Committee and
than a broken leg could secure an the students.
Two traditional campus events
aspirin and nothing less than a
broken neck treatment by the doc take place in May. The Mardi
tor. Too much of the same situa Gras is for social purposes and
tion exists in the college infirm Religious Emphasis Week for the
furthering of religion on campus.
ary.
The degree of temperature is The cooperation of the students is
generally about the only factor asked for both events.
Two outstanding speakers have
taken into consideration for ad
been
engaged for Religious Em
mission as a patient; at least too
much emphasis is laid upon it. phasis Week. Their names will
Even when the facilities are va be announced later. Chapel serv
cant it is hard to secure admit ices will be held every evening ex
cept Saturday during the week.
tance.
Adequate care by medical doc Ruth Grodeon and Paul Berger
tors is often lacking and the at are co-chairman for Religious
titude too often taken is that the Emphasis Week and A1 Teicheira
is publicity chairman.
students are "goldbricking."
—Waste baskets and ash cans
placed at strategic places. We
have been admonished to keep
our campus clean. Evidently this
means that we should reserve one
pocket or a purse for accumulat
ed waste paper and trash. There
is one waste basket in the admin
The Office of Naval Procure
istration building hall, but it is so ment has announced the reopen
well camoflauged that hardly any ing of the Naval Aviation Pre
body knows it is there.
paratory Program, the next class
There is none outside the book to convene next fall term (1946).
store or the Cub House.
The
The Navy will secure its post
mail bags should not be made to war aviation officer through one
take their place. This again is a of two plans now under considera
minor matter that can be taken tion by Congress, either of which
care of by a minimum of effort offers
additional
educational
and care.
benefits to make the program ev
These are some of the things en more attractive than in the
that should be done. Other prob past.
lems have been anticipated by the
Also, the Aviation Cadet pr®Student Union facilities, such as gram is still open to men not over
smoking, facilities for town stu 22 years of age who have complet
dents, etc., but if you have any ed two years of college. Men en
e
at the risk of personal injury. other ideas, drop a note to the listed as Aviation Cadets will b
Weekly
and
we'll
investigate
eligible
for
the
benefits
listed
In
Previously traffic was forbidden
them.
these plans.
on the two streets running
through the center of the campus
during school hours by the Stu
dent Affairs Committee. It may
be necessary to. re-institute this
procedure in spite of the bad
Dean Simpson, Editor
Nadine Walsh, Business Manager
parking problem.
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—Sidewalks. During the rainy
seasons many of our walks are Student Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24.
muddy, and during the seasons 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March
3, 1879.
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Veterans Plan Plaque
World War II, Dead

May 5
Sunday Chapel:
Speaker: Dr. Clair C. Olson.
Topic: "In God's Light."
Soloist: Lydia Runes.
Choir Leader: George Brandon.
Organist: Marion Burness.

